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Le Corbusier and  the Unité
d’Habitation –Marseille
The Unité d'Habitation at Marseilles is one 
ofthe most singular achievements of Le 
Corbusier's late career, as relevant today as
a generic model as it was at the time of its
erection. Aspiring to the civil engineering
scale favoured by the engineer François de 
Pierrefeu, Le Corbusier treated the Unité in 
such a way as to transcend the normative 
dimensions of a typical medium-rise slab
block. Rendered in massive, in-situ
reinforced concrete construction, it was
elevated on a bridge-like platforrn that with
its battered cantilivered sides was
supported by giant, tapering Egyptoid pilotis, 
also made of rough-boarded
concrete. 
The whole recalled, but at a much more 
monumental scale, the monolithic
reinforced concrete downstand beams
and cantilevered deck carrying the steel 
superstructure of the Pavillon Suisse. Le 
Corbusier; conceived his "unite 
d'habitation de grandeur conforme" 
(rendered in the Oeuvre complete as
"dwelling unities of congruent size" as
"cites-jardin verticals" (vertical garden 
cities), which was in categoric opposition
to the horizontal, low-rise Anglo-Saxon
garden city commonly adopted elsewhere
for expansion on the urban periphery.
Sponsored by the French state, Le Corbusier embarked on the design of the Marseilles Unité as though it 
were his first undertaking of a truly pioneering potential - a work in which two basically different modes of 
fabrication could be brought together, that is to say, the concrete frame, cast in situ from timber form-
work, and a sequence of prefabricated components to be hauled into position and assembled dry within 
the frame. This hybrid approach to fabrication went so far as to envisage complete apartments being 
hoisted directly into position as prefabricated units, an idea depicted in a provocative photomontage 
where a godlike hand simply inserts factory-made dwellings into the frame, like stacking bottles in a wine 
rack. A sktetch by Le Corbusier confirmed the metaphor, although this was not the manner in which the 
units could finally be fabricated and assembled.
After five years on site and five successive Ministers of Reconstruction, the Marseilles 
Unité was finally realized on the Boulevard Michelet. It was set at an angle to the 
boulevard so as to afford optimum sun exposure and to avoid the mistral wind from the 
north. With its gymnasium, outdoor theatre, space-cum-cinema screen, nursery school, 
paddling pool and running track: the roof was a full incarnation of the communal, 
rendered as a space of public appearance and set against the backdrop of distant 
mountains, in such a way as to evoke the agoras of the antique world. With the exception 
of the south-facing units where all the rooms had the same orientation, each transverse 
duplex unit had a double exposure, with some rooms opening to the morning sun and the 
landscape and others facing towards the evening sun and the sea. Given the croossover
duplex section, this meant that half the double-height living spaces were graced with 
dawn light and half with twilight, the reverse applying to the children's bedrooms on the 
opposing face.
The asymmetrical interlocking crossover section, with 
half the units passing over and half passing under the 
central internal access corridor, produces positive and 
negative units in terms of the convenience of the 
internal circulation. In this regard, the up-going units 
tend to be preferable: one enters directly from the 
internal corridor-street to kitchen/dining/living level, 
then one takes the internal stair up to the master 
bedroom on the mezzanine over the living space, before 
finalIy passing through to the services and the paired 
children's bathrooms on the other side of the block. In 
the down-going units, on the other hand, one enters the 
kitchen /dining space, which is on the mezzanine level 
and from there descends to the service core and the 
children's bedrooms beyond.
One then has to double back to reach 
the living space and master bedroom 
arranged en suite. InternalIy sited 
bathroom units situated above and 
beIow the rue intérieure are organized 
with great ingenuity, so that in each 
duplex there are separate parents' and 
children's bathrooms. The narrow 
paired children's bedrooms are treated 
as transforrnable volumes, which by 
virtue of a central sliding waIl may be 
divided for night-time use or opened up 
into an ample play space during the 
day. The modulation of the brise-soleil/ 
balcony layer on either side of the block 
is equalIy ingenious, in that the 
horizontal and vertical brise-soleil are 
so arranged as to exclude high-angle 
summer sun and to admit low-angle 
winter light
In the course of achieving this prototypical work, Le Corbusier was able to 
demonstrate, to himself and to others, the efficacy of three particular methods that 
were to emerge as an integral  part of his post-war practice.
The first of these was the use of beton brut, shuttered concrete, as a material 
that in strong sunlight would contrast in a striking way with other, more precisely 
finished elements, such as the pre-cast concrete brise-soleil and 
the balconies that were attached to the building's exterior, along with the dry, light-
weight panelling that was installed within. The second method was the macro and 
micro dimensioning of the entire work in accordance 43 with Le Corbusier's
"Modulor" system of proportion, which he first published in 1950
Based on the time-honoured Golden Section proportion of 1: 1.618, this system 
comprised two super-imposed Fibonacci series that he called "red" and "blue" serial 
dimensions, derived from a hypothetical standard human stature of 1.83 metres. 
Consistently applied, this dimensional system not only governed the main proportions of 
the Structure but bad the effect of proliferating Golden Section proportions throughout 
the building down to the smallest detail. The third method consisted of a systematic 
application of polychromy, demonstrated on this occasion by differentiating between 
adjacent duplexes by painting the vertical re-entrant planes of the balconies in different 
colours. This bestowed upon the otherwise grey mass of the building a vibrant, multi-
coloured optical effect that constantly changed as one moved around the floating mass of 
this stranded "ocean liner".
